Final project:
Collaboration is good.
(Just credit everyone in your collaborators file.)
Custom UI/2:
guide incoming

What have we been doing.
And where are we going?

Logic
Modeling Systems (etc.)
Abstractions
Pitfalls
...

Using logic invasively
KLEE
Concolic execution

\[
\text{if } (x > 0) \quad \text{test case for each branch}
\]
\[
\text{if } (y > 0) \quad \text{else if } (x < 0) \quad \text{else } (y < 0)
\]

\[
\text{UIA SAT(SMT)}
\]

1. \( x > 0 \land y > 0 \)
2. \( x > 0 \land y \leq 0 \)
...

Other's models

Triggal
Speculative execution

Own models

Other tools

Is \( ? \) Ask: abstractness right